
Noise Complaint Letter To Landlord

[Your Name]

[Your Address]

[City, State, ZIP Code]

[Email Address]

[Phone Number]

[Date]

[Landlord's Name]

[Landlord's Address]

[City, State, ZIP Code]

Subject: Formal Noise Complaint

Dear [Landlord's Name],

I hope this letter finds you well. I am writing to bring to your attention a concerning matter that has

been affecting my living situation in [Apartment/House Number] at [Property Address]. I regret to

inform you that I have been experiencing ongoing issues with excessive noise disturbances within

the building/complex.

As a tenant, I believe it is important to maintain a peaceful and comfortable living environment for all

residents. Unfortunately, the noise levels from [source of noise, e.g., neighboring unit, common

area, construction, etc.] have been consistently disruptive to my daily routine and overall quality of

life. These disturbances occur at various hours of the day and night, making it difficult for me to rest,

work, and enjoy my time within my own living space.

I have attempted to address this matter directly with my neighbors on [specific occasions, if

applicable], but the issue has not been adequately resolved. I kindly request your assistance in

resolving this matter promptly. I believe that it is in the best interest of both myself and other

residents to maintain a peaceful living environment that respects the rights and needs of all tenants.

In accordance with my lease agreement and the terms of tenancy, I kindly ask for your intervention



to address this noise issue and ensure that appropriate measures are taken to prevent such

disturbances in the future. I understand that it may be necessary to communicate with the

individuals responsible for the noise, provide reminders of quiet hours, or take other appropriate

actions as outlined in the lease agreement.

I appreciate your attention to this matter and your efforts in helping to create a harmonious living

environment for all residents. Please feel free to contact me at [Phone Number] or [Email Address]

to discuss this matter further or to provide an update on the steps that will be taken to address the

noise issue.

Thank you for your prompt attention to this important matter.

Sincerely,

[Your Signature]

[Your Printed Name]

---

**Note:** Before sending the letter, make sure to review your lease agreement to understand the

specific terms related to noise complaints and the process for addressing such issues. It's also a

good idea to keep a copy of the letter for your records.


